PCS resonant mode is excited by the metallic rod that works as the
parasitic element of the proposed antenna; and most importantly,
the antenna construction stability is obviously improved by this
metallic rod. The antenna prototype was fabricated and measured.
Good agreement between the measurement and simulation has
been observed. Compared with the antenna design [3], the proposed antenna is more suitable for use in portable communication
devices because of its construction stability and wider bandwidth
in the high band.
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ABSTRACT: Studies towards understanding and the use of metamaterials
(MTM) have risen in electromagnetic engineering. This article presents
analytical and numerical investigations of ﬁlter characteristics of MTMs in
two-dimension (2D). Numerical investigations are based on ﬁnite difference
time domain (FDTD) simulations, analytical formulations belong to a plane
wave excitation of multi-slab structures. It is shown that a three layer structure with different combinations of MTMs and non-MTMs may be used to
realize all four types of ﬁlter characteristics. © 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
Microwave Opt Technol Lett 51: 894 – 899, 2009; Published online in
Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com). DOI 10.1002/mop.
24196
Key words: metamaterial; double negative; double positive; left
handed; multilayered slabs; S-parameters; ﬁnite-difference time-domain
method; FDTD; microwave ﬁlters; low pass ﬁlter; band pass ﬁlter; high
pass ﬁlter; band stop ﬁlter
1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 7 Total efﬁciency of the proposed antenna and the antenna
without rod. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com]
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Metamaterials (MTMs) have attracted much attention recently
because of their potential applications. Materials with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability over a certain fre-
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quency band (which are also called left-handed materials—LHM,
or double negative (DNG) materials) were ﬁrst studied by Veselago [1]. Electric and magnetic ﬁelds, and the wavevector of an
electromagnetic (EM) plane wave in such materials form a lefthanded system. One of the earliest and important applications of
MTMs is the perfect lens [2]. The MTMs introduce peculiar yet
interesting properties such as negative refraction, reversed Doppler
effect, and reversed Cerenkov radiation, etc, [3].
There have also been great efforts on the numerical modeling
of MTMs. Studies on numerical MTM modeling may be grouped
into two. The ﬁrst group use mathematical models (expressions)
for dispersive materials (e.g., [2]), but the other try obtain MTM
response with an array of split ring resonators (SRRs) and arrays
of metallic wires [4]. The ﬁnite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method has been widely used in the numerical modeling of EM
wave—MTM interaction [3–12].
This article focuses on the extraction of ﬁlter characteristics of
two dimensional (2D), inﬁnite-extend multi-layer DNG and DPS
slabs analytically as well as numerically. The virtual tool MGL-2D
[13] which can be used to investigate broad range of EM problems
with DPS materials was modiﬁed to include DNG materials (i.e.,
2D dispersive FDTD code was developed) [14]. The virtual MTMFDTD tool presented in [14] can be used to visualize EM waveMTM interactions for various MTM geometries and in different
frequency ranges. It can also be used to record these interactions as
video clips in the time domain. The SLAB-MTM is a modiﬁed
version of MTM-FDTD [15, 16] and can be used to obtain reﬂection and transmission characteristics for various multi-layer DPSDNG slabs. In SLAB-MTM, inﬁnite-extend DPS and DNG slabs
are modeled using periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in the
transverse domain. The TEx type solutions with the ﬁeld components Ex , Ey , and Hz are considered [note that the problem reduces
to a plane-wave excitation with two orthogonal ﬁeld components
Ey and Hz in the transverse yz-domain propagating along ⫾ x
directions; Ex ⫽ 0 (see Fig. 2)]. Numerical results belong to
SLAB-MTM simulations. Analytical formulations are taken from
[17]. A canonical three-layer slab with different combinations of
DPS-DNG characteristics is used to realize all four type (band
pass, band stop, high pass, and low pass) ﬁlters.

2. FDTD-BASED MODELING AND THE SLAB-MTM

The FDTD method is versatile, robust, and has been widely used
for the modeling of EM wave interactions with various frequency
dispersive materials. To model EM wave, MTM interaction the
dispersive FDTD equations are needed. Among a few, auxiliary
differential equation (ADE) proposed in [18] is used here. Therefore the 2D TE-type MTM-FDTD [13] virtual tool is coded with
ADE-FDTD equations (the whole set of 2D ADE-FDTD equations
are listed in Table 2 of [14].
An example of EM wave—MTM slab interaction is shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1(a), the front panel of the MTM-FDTD and a
scenario with two DNG blocs, located one apart from the other,
and a Gaussian beam type continuous wave (CW) excitation are
shown during the FDTD simulations. The ﬁgure belongs to early
time response just before the beam hits the ﬁrst DNG block. Two
instants from late time response are given in Figure 1(b). On the
top, negative reﬂections from both vertical boundaries of the ﬁrst
DNG block is shown. On the bottom, the snapshot belongs to late
time response after the Gaussian beam interacts with both DNG
blocks.
The front panel of SLAB-MTM used in this article is exactly
the same with the MTM-FDTD virtual tool. The modiﬁcations
included in the SLAB-MTM are as described in Figure 2. To
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Figure 1 The 2D MTM-FDTD virtual tool and EM wave—MTM interaction with two rectangular DNG blocks in the time domain; (a) The
formation of a CW Gaussian beam (early time response), (b) two late-time
snapshots showing negative reﬂections in both DNG blocks. [Color ﬁgure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

extract S-parameters of multi-layer DPS and/or DNG slabs in 2D,
one need to locate inﬁnite-extend layers vertically and send the
pulsed plane wave from one end. These are achieved by the
application of PBC as the top and bottom terminations as shown in
the ﬁgure. The left and right terminations are left as PML blocks
as in MTM-FDTD virtual tool. The S-parameter extraction procedure is based on sending the pulsed plane wave from left, running
the dispersive FDTD simulations, recording reﬂected and transmitted time signals at the two observation points (Obs-1 and Obs-2
in Fig. 2), and applying off-line discrete or fast Fourier transform
(DFT or FFT).
The simulation window in the SLAB-MTM tool is, by default,
a 800 ⫻ 400 cell space, terminated by 20-cell PML layers from the
left and right. The top right is the Simulation block. The buttons
START, PAUSE, and STOP can be used to run, pause, and
terminate the time domain FDTD simulations. The progress of the
simulation is also shown on this block. The beauty and strength of
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3. MULTILAYERED SLABS AND ANALYTICAL
REPRESENTATIONS

Figure 2 The scenario of the 2D SLAB-MTM virtual tool. The dispersive FDTD space is terminated by PML blocks on the left and right ends.
PBC blocks are used on the bottom and top ends. A plane wave is sent from
the left onto a multi-layer DPS-DNG structure. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

the SLAB-MTM is that the whole or any part of the simulation can
be recorded and video clips can be prepared.
The DNG parameters for each DNG slab are chosen as in
Lorentz model [14]:
D共  兲 ⫽ 共  兲 E共  兲 ⫽  0关 ⬁ ⫹  e共  兲兴E共  兲

(1)

B共  兲 ⫽  共  兲 H共  兲 ⫽  0关  ⬁ ⫹  m共  兲兴H共  兲.

(2)

The conﬁguration space of the problem considered is pictured in
Figure 2. Here, a plane wave on the left and multi layer slabs with
boundaries at x ⫽ d1 , x ⫽ d2 , . . . , and x ⫽ dt are shown. The
ﬁrst (n ⫽ 0) and the last (t ⫽ n ⫹ 1) regions are horizontally
semi-inﬁnite DPS materials and may be assumed as the input and
output ports of this two-port system. The permittivity and permeability in each region are denoted by l and l (l ⫽ 1,2, . . . , n).
The plane wave is represented by the Hz ﬁeld coming from the left.
The DPS and DNG materials are characterized with their permittivities and permeabilities ( ⬎ 0,  ⬎ 0) and ( ⬍ 0,  ⬍ 0),
respectively. The incident magnetic ﬁeld Hz is assumed to have
unit amplitude.
There are multiple reﬂections and transmissions inside each
layer and n ⫹ 1 boundaries which give rise to (2n ⫹ 2)
equations. In regions 0 and t, only reﬂection and transmission
coefﬁcients, respectively, are required. Because each layer has
neighboring relations with only two other layers on its left and
right, the matrix system with these (2n ⫹ 2) equations form a
tri-diagonal system. The solution of this tri-diagonal system
yields the total reﬂection coefﬁcient (for a multi-layer slab)
as [17]

with electric and magnetic susceptibilities speciﬁed as

 e,m ⫽

冘

bk
k

␣k ⫹ i 䡠 2 䡠 ␦k

冉冊 冉冊


⫺
k
k

2

(3)

where bk is k or k is the constants for e or m, respectively,
which may or may not be the same.
This multi-slab geometry may be assumed as a two-port circuit,
and reﬂection/transmission characteristics can be obtained via the
calculation of S-parameters. Electric ﬁeld values at port 1 and 2 are
equal to E1 共t兲 ⫽ E1⫹ 共t兲 ⫹ E1⫺ 共t兲 and E2 共t兲 ⫽ E2⫹ 共t兲 ⫹ E2⫺ 共t兲
where terms with plus and minus signs represent incident and
reﬂected waves, respectively. The reﬂection coefﬁcient is then
directly equal to R共 f 兲 ⫽ S11 共 f 兲 ⫽ E1⫺ 共 f 兲/E1⫹ 共 f 兲 because
E2⫹ 共 f 兲 ⫽ 0 (PML termination at both ends). Similarly, the trans⫹
mission coefﬁcient is calculated as T( f ) ⫽ S21( f ) ⫽ E⫺
2 ( f )/E1 (f)
⫺
because E1 共 f 兲 ⫽ 0 is satisﬁed. This necessitates running the
FDTD simulations twice without and with the geometry present
between the two observation points [E1⫹ 共t兲 is directly recorded at
port 1 if there the geometry is not present]. All ﬁeld values are
recorded in the time domain, and their frequency domain values
are obtained via off-line DFT or FFT. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present
time signals recorded during SLAB-MTM of a single layer at
observation points Obs-1 and Obs-2, and dashed and solid lines
represent ENG and DPS materials, respectively. The ENG material
has resonance characteristics around 6 GHz. Away from this
resonance region both ENG and DPS materials have r ⫽ 2 and
r ⫽ 1 . Highly oscillatory nature of the ENG (in general, DNG)
material in this time behavior shows that much longer FDTD
simulation durations are required in the S-parameter extraction
process.
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Figure 3 Ey vs. time of a plane wave hitting single DNG and DPS
layers; (a) at port-1, (b) at port-2. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]
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R⫽

2
兲兴e i2共k1⫹k0兲d1兩 e i2k1d2
e i2k0d1 关1 ⫺ 共1/R 0,1
⫹
⫹
R 0,1
共1/R 0,1兲e i2k1d1
R 1,2

⫹

2
兲兴e i2共k2⫹k1兲d2兩
关1 ⫺ 共1/R 1,2
e i2kn⫺1dn
⫹...⫹
i2k2d2
共1/R 1,2兲e
R n⫺1,n

⫹

2
兲兴e i2共kn⫹kn⫺1兲dn兩
关1 ⫺ 共1/R n⫺1,n
⫹ R n,te i2kndn⫹1
共1/R n⫺1,n兲e i2kndn

(4)

where Rl,l⫹1 is the local reﬂection coefﬁcient between the boundary
of two neighboring slabs (slab l and l⫹1) and given as

R l,l⫹1 ⫽
Figure 4 Reﬂection and transmission characteristics of the three-layer
BPF structure (solid: analytical; dashed: FDTD). The combination is DNGENG-DPS. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

R⫽

e i2k0d1
⫹
R 0,1

冋册

Vញ l⫹l,l ⫽

 l,l⫹1 ⫽

 lk l⫹1
.
 l⫹1k l

Vញ 4,0 ⫽ Vញ 4,3 䡠 Vញ 3,2 䡠 Vញ 2,1 䡠 Vញ 1,0

(7)

冋

册

1
e ⫺i共kl⫹1⫺kl兲dl⫹1
R l⫹1,le ⫺i共kl⫹1⫹kl兲dl⫹1
.
关1 ⫹  l⫹1,l兴
i共kl⫹1⫹kl兲dl⫹1
R l⫹1,le
e i共kl⫹1⫺kl兲dl⫹1
2

(8)

(5)

For the three-layer canonical structure (n ⫽ 3 ) discussed in this
article the reﬂection coefﬁcient can be calculated from

2
兲e i2共k1⫹k0兲d1
1 ⫺ 共1/R 0,1
.
2
兲兴e i2共k2⫹k1兲d2
关1 ⫺ 共1/R 1,2
d i2k1d2
共1/R 0,1兲e i2k1d1 ⫹
⫹
2
R 1,2
兲兴e i2共k3⫹k2兲d3
关1 ⫺ 共1/R 2,3
e i2k2d3
共1/R 1,2兲e i2k2d2 ⫹
⫹
i2k3d3
R 2,3
共1/R 2,3兲e
⫹ R 3,4 䡠 e i2k3d4

The transmission coefﬁcient needs the solution of matrix equation
in the form of
1
T ⫽ Vញ 4,0 R ;

1 ⫺  l,l⫹1
,
1 ⫹  l,l⫹1

(6)

band stop characteristics if frequency characteristics of its permittivity and permeability are not the same (共 f 兲 ⫽ 共 f 兲 ). These two
materials can be used to realize all four types of ﬁlters. Although
this could be also achieved by at least two slabs, a three-layer with
different DNG-DPS combinations is preferred in this study because of their full symmetry and better frequency characteristics.
First application belongs to a band pass ﬁlter (BPF) as shown
in Figure 4. The combination of three slabs is also given in the

Equations (6)–(8) can be used to calculate reﬂection/transmission
coefﬁcients of both DPS and DNG slabs, as well as their different
combinations [5, 10, 15, 16].
4. THREE-LAYER DPS-DNG SLABS AND FILTER
CHARACTERISTICS

ENG materials act as a low pass ﬁlter (LPF) or a notch-type ﬁlter
depending on its material parameters, but DNG materials yield a

TABLE 1 Parameter Values for BPF Slabs (Source
Bandwidth B ⴝ 10 MHz)
DNG
 (w)/ (w)
⬁ / ⬁
k / k
␣k
␦k
wk [MHz]

ENG

DPS

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

1
3
0
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
3
0.227
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
4
2.78
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
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Figure 5 Reﬂection and transmission characteristics of the three-layer
BSF structure (solid: analytical; dashed: FDTD). The combination is DNGDPS-DNG. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com]
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TABLE 2 Parameter Values for BSF Slabs (Source
Bandwidth B ⴝ 10 MHz)
DNG-1
 (w)/ (w)
⬁ / ⬁
k / k
␣k
␦k
wk [MHz]

DPS

DNG-2

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

1
5
0.227
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
5
2.78
0
0.7 ⫻ B

3
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
5
0.227
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
5
2.78
0
0.7 ⫻ B

Figure 7 Reﬂection and transmission characteristics of the three-layer
LPF structure (solid: analytical; dashed: FDTD). The combination is ENGDPS-DNG. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

Figure 6 Reﬂection and transmission characteristics of the three-layer
HPF structure (solid: analytical; dashed: FDTD). The combination is
DPS-DNG-DPS. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

ﬁgure. Here, the layers are organized as DNG-ENG-DPS slabs
having the same thickness. The parameters of this example are
listed in Table 1.The parameters are chosen in a way that the ﬁrst
DNG slab has a stop band characteristic in 0 –2 MHz frequency
region. The cut-off frequency of the second ENG slab is around 7
MHz. The combination of these two yields BPF characteristics
between 2 and 7 MHz. The third DPS layer is used to minimize
ripples around the transition frequencies. Solid and dashed lines
belong to analytical and numerical results, respectively. As observed, there is a very good agreement between analytical and
numerical simulations.
Second application belongs to a band stop ﬁlter (BSF) example
and is given in Figure 5. Although BSF characteristics may also be
obtained with a single DNG slab, a DNG-DPS-DNG combination
is used to improve BSF characteristics. The permittivity and

TABLE 3 Parameter Values for HPF Slabs (Source
Bandwidth B ⴝ 10 MHz)
DPS-1
 (w)/ (w)
⬁ / ⬁
k / k
␣k
␦k
wk [MHz]

898

DNG

permeability of both DNG slabs are chosen in a way to yield
resonance effects around 2 MHz and 7 MHz. The parameter values
of this example are shown in Table 2. Again, solid and dashed
lines belong to analytical and numerical results, respectively, and
the good agreement between the results is clearly shown.
The next application belongs to a high pass ﬁlter (HPF)
structure as shown in Figure 6. Here, a DNG slab is located
between two DPS layers. The parameters are listed in Table 3.
The lower resonance frequency of the DNG material is reduced
to zero, the upper resonance is set to 4 MHz, and HPF characteristic is obtained with a cut-off frequency around 4 MHz. The
parameters of the two DPS layers at the left and right are
optimized to obtain a clear HPF characteristic. As observed
from Figure 6, the HPF characteristics are smooth and the
results are in a good agreement.
The last application belongs to a LPF structure. As shown in
Figure 7, this characteristic is obtained from an ENG-DPSDNG combination. As mentioned, a single ENG slab yields a
LPF characteristic but ripples are quite high and out of band
attenuation is quite low. To overcome these, a combination of
ENG-DPS-DNG is chosen with the parameters listed in Table 4.
As observed in Figure 7, analytical and numerical results are in
a good agreement, and the LPF characteristic is quite smooth.
5. CONCLUSION

Filter characteristics of MTMs are investigated analytically and
numerically in 2D. Any type ﬁlter characteristics can be obtained
using a generic three-layer structure with different combinations of
DNG and DPS materials. The results obtained in 2D can directly

TABLE 4 Parameter Values for LPF Slabs (Source
Bandwidth B ⴝ 10 MHz)
DPS-2

ENG

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
14
0
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
4
0.908
0
0.7 ⫻ B

2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

 (w)/ (w)
⬁ / ⬁
k / k
␣k
␦k
wk [MHz]

DPS

DNG

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

 (w)

1
2
2.78
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
4
0.908
0
0.7 ⫻ B

1
8
4.59
0
0.7 ⫻ B
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be used in realization of 3D microwave circuits, for example,
microstrip line antennas, ﬁlters, couplers, power dividers, etc.
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ABSTRACT: We propose a remarkably simple system of an all optical
system that can be used to fast, slow, stop, and store light coherently.
The proposed system consist two micro and a nanoring resonators that
can be integrated into a single system, which can be used to overcome
the problem of bandwidth delay constraints with small group velocities.
The large bandwidth is generated by a soliton pulse within a Kerr type
nonlinear medium where an all optical adiabatic and reversible pulse
bandwidth compression can be performed. The balance between dispersion and nonlinear lengths of the soliton pulse exhibits the soliton behavior known as self-phase modulation, which introduces the optical
output (i.e., gain) constant, which means that light pulse can be trapped,
that is, stopped coherently within the nanowaveguide. The time independent
optical gain is stored within the nanoring device, which is available for
read only memory use. The memory time of 1 ps is achieved. © 2009 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett 51: 899 –902, 2009;
Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com).
DOI 10.1002/mop.24194
Key words: stop light; store light; optical memory; quantum memory

1. INTRODUCTION

Light is a basic operator that can be involved in many areas of
research in science and technology, which have shown in various
applications. One of the interesting applications is that the high
speed computer, that is, quantum computer which can be reversely
processed. However, the problem remains when the memory for
quantum computer is required, where the ability to drastically slow
down the propagation speed of light, and to coherently stop and
store optical pulses, holds the key to ultimate control of light and
has profound implication for optical communications [1] and
quantum information processing [2, 3]. There are two major approaches, using either electronics or optical resonant, however,
most of the system impose severe constraints. One of the recent
works was reported, where the general analysis for the criteria to
stop and store light coherently using array micro cavities
(waveguides) was proposed by Yanik and Fan [4, 5]. They have
shown that light could be stopped and stored coherently under
adiabatic condition with all optical system. However, the system is
still complicated, which is difﬁcult to make the realistic implementation. Therefore, the searching for the suitable devices and
technologies are still required. Recently, the use of a chaotic
soliton to form a fast light generation within a tiny device known
as a microring resonator (waveguide) has been reported by Yupapin et al. [6]. They have shown that the large bandwidth can be
compressed coherently with a small group velocity. In practice,
there are such devices have been fabricated and used [7–10] in
various applications. In this article, we show that the large bandwidth of light pulse is generated and compressed within the nonlinear micro and nanoring system. The selected (tuned) pulse is
coherently stopped and stored within the nanoring device. In
applications, we can use the tuned light pulse to perform the
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